J
Camp Shady Crook
MALO, L Lee Gjertsen Malone
Budding con artists Archie and Vivien
spend a summer at a dilapidated,
mismanaged Vermont camp competing
to get whatever they want from their
fellow campers.

MORE HUMOR BOOKS:
My Weird School I YF Gutman
The Terrible Two I J Barnett
The Worst Class Trip Ever I J Barry
The 13-Story Treehouse I J Griffiths

J
Shaking Up the House
MEND, Y Yamile Saied Mendéz
The outgoing First Daughters play a
prank on their incoming counterparts,
sparking an epic prank war.

Middle School I J Patterson
The Tapper Twins I J Rodkey
Dork Diaries I J Russell
Locker 37: The Magic Eraser I J Starmer
Frazzled I J Vivat

J
Fart Quest
REYN, A Aaron Reynolds
After their masters are vaporized in a
goblin battle gone bad, Fart, Pan, and
Moxie--three lowly apprentices--decide
to impersonate their mentors and pick
up the mantle as heroes of the realm.
But they need more than a fancy robe,
magic staff, and book of magical beasts
to be real heroes. They need a quest.

J
USS, C

Erik Versus Everything
Christina Uss
Each member of Erik Sheepflattener's
modern-day Viking-heritage family has
a motto to live by. Erik is developing a
motto he can truly believe in : avoid
stuff. But when he and his older sister
Brunhilde spend the summer with their
rough-and-tumble cousins in
Minnesota, axe-wielding Bru gets the
idea to name and conquer all of Erik's
fears.

“These books aren’t
my thing!"

That’s okay! We all read at our own
pace and have our own likes and
dislikes. A librarian can help you find
a book that you will love. Ask us!

Recommended
Reads

Humor

YF
Mac B. Kid Spy: Mac Undercover
BARN, M Mac Barnett
One day, Mac (smartest boy in his class
in a small town in California) receives a
telephone call from the Queen of
England, recruiting him to find the crown
jewels (well, actually just the Coronation
Spoon) and so Mac embarks on his first
adventure as a secret agent--with the
assurance that the Queen will give him
a note excusing him from school.

YF
Two Dogs in a Trench Coat Go
FALA, J to School
Julie Falatko

Sassy and Waldo are good dogs. But
every day their boy, Stewart, leaves for
a scary place: School! Sassy and Waldo
need to save Stewart. But they don't let
dogs into school. Sassy and Waldo put
on a trench coat. Now everyone at Bea
Arthur Elementary thinks they are a new
student. Everyone except Stewart.

J
Middle School Bites
BANK, S Steven Banks
Thanks to a series of unfortunate bites,
eleven-year-old Tom is a triple threat:
he's a Vam-Wolf-Zom. And just in time
for the first day of middle school. With
the help of his irrepressible best friend,
Zeke, Tom tries to accept his future. The
question is will the rest of Hamilton
Middle School accept the Vam-WolfZom, too?

J
Best Babysitters Ever
CALA, C Caroline Cala
Mayhem ensues in their town when
three best friends, motivated by
unlimited snacks, no parents, and
earning money for an epic seventhgrade party, find an old copy of "The
Babysitters Club" and decide to start
their own babysitting business.

J
My Life as a Potato
COST, A Arianne Costner

J
A Zombie Ate My Homework
GREE, T Tom Greenwald
Arnold Z. Ombee has escaped a secret
government lab that's developing
zombies. Fortunately, he's found by the
Kinders, a warmhearted human couple
who are determined to help keep his
zombie status under wraps. After a lot of
practice pretending to be regular boy, he's
ready for the ultimate test: Fifth grade!

When Ben Hardy is forced to become the
school's mascot, Steve the Spud, he
wants to keep the embarrassing gig a
secret at all costs.

J
The Great Pet Heist
ECTO, E Emily Ecton

Marcus Makes a Movie
J
HART, K Kevin Hart with Geoff Rodkey

Stand-up comedian and Hollywood boxoffice hit Kevin Hart keeps the laughs
coming in an illustrated middle-grade
novel about a boy who has big dreams of
making a blockbuster superhero film.

When their elderly owner goes to the
hospital, Butterbean the dachshund, Walt
the cat, Oscar the mynah bird, and rats
Marco and Polo plan a robbery to support
themselves.

J
Ghosted
FRY, M Michael Fry

J
Kid Normal
JAME, G Greg James & Chris Smith

Larry's got a few problems. In school, he's
one of those kids who easily gets lost in
the crowd. And Grimm, Larry's best friend
in the whole world, has ghosted him.
Literally. One minute Grimm was saving a
cat in a tree during a lightning storm, and
the next, he's pulling pranks on Larry in
his new ghostly form.

J
The Smartest Kid in the Universe
GRAB, C Chris Grabenstein

When seventh-grader Jake McQuade
mistakes the world's first ingestible
knowledge pills for jelly beans, he
suddenly knows all about physics and
geometry and can speak Swahili--but his
sort-of girlfriend Grace thinks they can
use his new found brilliance to save their
middle school from the new principal,
who is conspiring to get it shut down.

Murph Cooper, eleven, is out of his depth
when his mother unknowingly enrolls him
in a school for superheroes, but his
normalcy may be just what is needed to
defeat King Nektar.

J
KIM, J

Stand Up, Yumi Chung!
Jessica Kim
When eleven-year-old Yumi Chung
stumbles into a kids' comedy camp she
is mistaken for another student, so she
decides to play the part.

